
The Aboriginal Soccer Tribe: John Maynard,
the Trailblazing Captain
In the annals of Australian sports history, the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe holds
a special place. This team, composed entirely of Indigenous players,
embarked on a groundbreaking tour of England and Canada in the 1920s,
challenging racial stereotypes and inspiring a nation. At the helm of this
remarkable group was John Maynard, an enigmatic figure whose
leadership and skill left an enduring legacy.
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Early Life and Footballing Roots

John Maynard was born in 1894 in Alice Springs, in the heart of Australia's
Northern Territory. His early life was marked by the challenges faced by
many Indigenous Australians at that time, but he found solace and
empowerment in football. Despite the racial barriers that often excluded
Aboriginal players from organized sports, Maynard honed his skills on the
dusty grounds of his hometown.
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Formation of the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe

In the early 1920s, a group of Indigenous Australians, led by Harry Williams
and Charlie Perkins, envisioned a football team that would represent the
talent and resilience of their community. They reached out to John
Maynard, recognizing his exceptional abilities and leadership qualities.
Together, they formed the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe, a team that would defy
convention and inspire a nation.

The team's journey was fraught with challenges. Racial prejudice was
prevalent in Australian society, and the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe faced
discrimination both on and off the field. However, Maynard's unwavering
determination and the team's collective spirit propelled them forward. They
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embarked on a rigorous training schedule, honing their skills and preparing
for the challenges that lay ahead.

The English Tour

In 1924, the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe made history by embarking on a tour
of England. They faced some of the best teams in the world, including
Arsenal, Manchester City, and Chelsea. Their performances were nothing
short of extraordinary. The Aboriginal players displayed exceptional skill,
athleticism, and sportsmanship, earning the respect and admiration of fans
and opponents alike.

The Aboriginal Soccer Tribe during their tour of England.

Off the field, the team's tour had a profound impact on racial attitudes in
England. They shattered stereotypes and challenged the prevailing
prejudices of the time. Their success on the pitch and their dignified
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conduct off it inspired many to reconsider their views on Indigenous
Australians.

Return to Australia and Enduring Legacy

Upon their return to Australia, the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe was hailed as
heroes. Their tour had not only brought international recognition to
Indigenous football but had also helped to break down racial barriers within
Australian society. John Maynard's leadership throughout the tour was
instrumental in this transformation. His charisma, determination, and
unwavering belief in the abilities of his players had paved the way for future
generations of Indigenous athletes.

John Maynard's legacy extends far beyond his playing days. He became a
mentor and inspiration for young Indigenous Australians, encouraging them
to pursue their dreams and challenge the status quo. His commitment to
community and social justice remained steadfast throughout his life.

The story of John Maynard and the Aboriginal Soccer Tribe is a testament
to the power of sports to break down barriers and inspire change. Their
journey shattered racial stereotypes and paved the way for a more
inclusive and equitable Australian society. John Maynard's leadership, both
on and off the field, played a pivotal role in this transformation, leaving an
enduring legacy that continues to inspire generations to come.
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